USER MANUAL

HEAT PAD
This Mangrove Jack’s heating pad
will ensure constant brewing temperature
which is crucial for the success of
brewing beer, wine or spirits.
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Model no. 55430 - NZ/Australia
Model no: 55435 - USA/Canada
Model no. 55430 - UK/EU

BREWING.
OUR OBSESSION.

Carefully read these instructions and save for future reference.

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
1.

Read all instructions carefully.

2. Do not cover or wrap the Heat Pad with any material or object that will prevent heat dissipation
(such as a tea towel or blanket).
3. The top surface of the heat pad can only be covered by the vessel it is intending to maintain the
temperature of (eg 30 L (7.9 US Gal) fermenter).
4. Unplug from outlet when not in use and before cleaning.
5. Do not use appliance for any purpose other than intended use.
6. Before using the Heat Pad, check whether the voltage indicated corresponds with the electric
outlet (240V or 120V).
7.

Do not use the Heat Pad if the cord or plug is damaged.

8. Always use on a solid heat resistant surface. Do not use on soft surface (eg carpeted floor).
9. Do not use for warming animals.
10. If the Heat Pad malfunctions or has been damaged in any manner, return it to your nearest retail
service provider for examination and repair.
11. Always switch off before removing plug from the outlet.
12. Always switch off before trying to move the Heat Pad.
13. Remove the plug by grasping the plug. Do not pull the cord.
14. Do not let cord hang over edge of counter.
15. Do not place the Heat Pad on or near hot surfaces, a gas stove, electric burner or heated oven.
16. To protect against fire, electric shock and injury to persons, do not immerse cords or plugs in
water or other liquid.
17. This appliance should not be operated by persons (including children) with reduced physical,
sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience or knowledge, unless they have been given
supervision or instruction concerning the safe use of the appliance by a person responsible for
their safety.
18 Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
MODEL No.

POWER

VOLTAGE

MARKET GUIDE

ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURE
IN USE

55430

25W

220-240V,
50Hz

Australia/
New Zealand/UK/EU

12-15°C (53-59°F)

55435

25W

120V, 60Hz

USA & Canada

12-15°C (53-59°F)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1.

Remove all packaging before use.

2. Place the Heat Pad on a flat, solid, stable, heat resistant surface. Do not use on soft surface (eg
carpeted floor). Make sure it is kept away from the edge of the counter to avoid any accidents.
3. Measuring 31.5 x 31.5 cm (12.5 x 12.5 in) the Heat Pad is designed to be used under a 24 - 28 L
(6.3-7.4 US Gal) fermentation bucket or barrel.
4. Don’t use in the first 24 hours of fermentation.
5. Plug the Heat Pad into a local outlet.
6. The Heat Pad will keep your brew warm with constant, steady heat.
7.

Place the container onto the Heat Pad.

Household use only.

CORRECT DISPOSAL OF THIS PRODUCT
This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed
with other household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent
possible harm to the environment or human health from
uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote
the sustainable reuse of material resources. To return your
used device, please use the return and collection systems or
contact the retailer where the product was purchased. They
can take this product for environmentally safe recycling.

PRODUCT NAME: HEAT PAD
Model No: 55430
220-240V ~ 50Hz, 25W
Model No. 55435
120V ~ 60Hz, 25W
Made in China
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A wide range of additional brewing accessories and
Mangrove Jack’s gear is available from our website.
Please refer to our website for more information on
retail outlets or to shop online.
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